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Implementing and then integrating a new software platform into your company is typically a small
piece of a wider change. And change comes with its ups and downs! Your Resolver Project Team is
here to support you through the journey. Read our approach here!

Internal Alignment
Align Your Stakeholders

Ultimately change is about people and the more actively you engage stakeholders the more
prepared you'll be for the evitable bumps that come with change. Stakeholders may be different
than your project team; they are the folks who will be impacted by and benefit from, the platform.
While many of your stakeholders were at the table during the buying process, there are likely
additional stakeholders at different levels of your company (hint: end-users of the platform) who
you'll want to make sure are part of your team. 

Tip: challenge yourself to bring on stakeholders who represent the diverse backgrounds and
perspectives of your company. This will help with user adoption in the future.

Align on Your Why
This may seem a little too existential for a software implementation, but understanding your
WHY gets us to a better HOW. WHY is not about technology....technology will just make delivering
on your vision a whole lot easier! With this, we recommend that you do this away from technology
and perhaps even go analog to a whiteboard (virtual counts). 

What problem are you solving? Who does it impact? How will it make an impact? What does NOT
going through this change mean? (yes, change means disrupting the status quo). Why is this
change important?  This is what we call the Toddler Phase of change; asking a lot of questions,
perhaps being a little annoying with your team, but ultimately getting to the root of your WHY. 

Tip: get your stakeholders to answer these questions independently and then come together
as a group to discuss. This minimizes Group Think and ensures even the quiet ones are
sharing ideas and perspectives. Explore similarities in ideas and really poke into differences. 

Disclaimer: the amount of time for this discussion is proportional to the degree of change. If
you are a small team, it could be 1 hour. If you are a large team with multiple locations
/processes going through a digital transformation, this will be multiple conversations over
multiple weeks (and when you say multiple this much it's because this is a form of
conversational math). 

Establish a Vision
Now that you've had a great discussion, it's time to step back and make sense of your scribbling.
This is where you establish a vision. Your project vision should be aspirational and focus on where
you want to go as a team in the future. This will be your guiding light as you go through your
implementation. It will also help with how you communicate the corresponding launch and



integration of the platform solution into your company.

Acknowledge and Understand Resistance
Change typically comes with some form of resistance. It can show up with, "this won't solve
things", "users won't do it", "you didn't include me, so I don't like it" (although that one usually
isn't articulate quite that directly). To understand where the resistance is coming from, ask
yourself: do Resisters align with your vision? If this the answer is yes, then help them focus on the
common goal. If the answer is no, why? Does their perspective change anything in your vision? If
yes, great perhaps evolving your vision is necessary. If the answer is no it doesn't change our
vision, then having a direct conversation about the WHY is needed. 

Tip: Don't shy away from Resisters. Understand them and have conversations to understand
their perspective. The earlier you do this the better.

Define Your Processes
Technology makes adherence to your company's processes easier. With ease comes better data.
With better data comes better insights....you can see where you're going with this! Our Resolver
Project Team will share industry best practices on processes, but we always recommend that you
go through an internal review first. 

Tip: draw out how you would LIKE your internal processes vs. how they currently are. There
is no time to improve and ideally simplify your processes than when you're going through a
change.

We can't stress simplicity enough! Simplicity facilitates end-user adoption. It also minimizes the
barrier of training and administration in the future. Ideally, you can get to the point of
standardization across teams and locations. In doing so, you'll remove silos and have the
opportunity for really meaningful data and insights.

If you have different business units, usually from different locations (countries), sometimes this
isn't possible. Aim for consistency vs. uniformity. This means that the overall objective is the
same, but there is room for a difference in flow.

Iteration
Some software implementations use the "waterfall" approach. This meant go get some
requirements, go away and do work, come back a few months later and hope there is no broken
telephone. You can imagine the margin of error that creeps up--and that's not fun for anyone!
Having your project team understand the iterative approach can help align both your stakeholders
and resisters. 

Our approach is iterative which means that we work beside you in short sprints: design, configure,
test (with you), feedback, improve (if necessary), repeat. One of the key benefits of this approach
is that we can learn more about your WHY and the vision you're tracking towards through our
platform. If not we're not hitting the mark, we can easily make the micro-correction. 

The Resolver Project Team is here to help you through the change. We have a lot of learning and
best practices to share! That said, the journey of change starts with your WHY.



Team Work Makes the Dream Work
Assembling the right team is a large factor in ensuring a successful project. Here are a few roles
and responsibilities you want to think through as you begin to get your team ready for the project. 

Executive Sponsor
Identify an active executive sponsor who will ensure that your project goals are aligned with the
overall organization strategy and that you have access to resources and support from the senior
executive. The Executive Sponsor does not need to be involved in all the meetings but a key to
success is ensuring they are provided updates throughout the project's lifecycle.

An all too common problem we see is Executive Sponsors not being updated regularly and we find
out too late in the project that the Sponsor and Lead's decisions are not aligned. We then need to
go back to the start of the project to make new changes which results in more dedicated time
from the business team to retest and retrain as well as leading to a poor customer experience. 

We recommend: 

✔ ️Include Executive Sponsor on the project kick-off meeting.  This ensures the project
team is aligned on their goals and priorities for the project and what success looks like.

✔️ Update Executive Sponsor regularly. The Project Lead should book dedicated time with
the Executive Sponsor. The objective of the meeting is to align on key decisions and project
updates like budget, schedule, and resourcing. Is the Project still on track? Is it still on
budget? Do we have the right resources and SME's? Is there anything internally stopping the
team from meeting the project schedule? 

Project Lead
The Project Lead acts as a single point of contact to manage and coordinate internal resources for
the day-to-day project execution and decisions. We find the most successful projects are lead by
more of a functional lead, someone who has dedicated capacity to work on the project and ideally
has experience in leading projects before. For larger projects, it can be common to see projects
lead by a Project Manager from your IT department.

One of the most common mistakes we see is when a Project Lead has too many projects on their
plate and they cannot dedicate the time to ensuring the team has what they need to keep the
project moving. This means the project risks being put on hold and we end up repeating
application overviews for new team members which eats into the budget and causes schedule
delays.

We recommend: 

✔ ️Dedicated Project Lead. Ensure the Lead has time to work on the project and isn't
already overloaded with Projects.

✔ ️Communicate with the Executive Sponsor early. If a Lead feels the project is slipping
because their time is limited, let the Sponsor know early so they can help deprioritize other



projects or responsibilities internally or can quickly allocate a new lead to the project if
necessary.

Business Subject Matter Experts
The Business SME's role is to have intimate knowledge of use case requirements to provide critical
input in making decisions and validate project deliverables. This team will be on the project from
start to finish and will be the people actually using the application after go live. They will be
responsible for testing the application and ensuring it meets their organization's goals as well as
ensuring user adoption after go live. They will be the go-to team helping answer questions when
the application is live within the organization.

We recommend: 

✔ ️3-5 Subject Matter Experts.  When we have too few SMEs there is a risk of a single point
of failure. That expert becomes inundated with business priorities and can't dedicate time to
keep the project moving. As a result, new experts are brought in too late and a lot of the
work needs to be repeated. Any more than 5, there is a risk of too many cooks in the kitchen.
We have too many opinions and the project calls become unproductive and results in many
takeaways and the project stalls waiting on decisions.  

✔ ️Differing expertise and experience. We see success when we have a broad range of
expertise. Newer team members bring a differing perspective to existing processes and can
help simplify and challenge the status quo.  

Our Partnership
As we embark on this change together, think of us as your guide. We've walked the path before
and have the badges and bruises to show for it! Your Resolver Project Team will focus on the
following our partnership with you and your team: 

Share best practices: Over hundreds of implementations and many consultations with
customers ranging in size, complexity, and location. We've helped bring visions to life.
Be the challenger. Many customers build based on what they're currently doing. We'll
challenge you to look forward: Could we simplify? Could we think about processes in a more
streamlined way? Again, based on our experience with best practices we can help you. 
Engage in radical candor: We care about you (and your results), so we will be direct.
Made famous by Kim Scott and part of Resolver's culture; we believe in honest
conversations. While challenging the status quo can feel awkward at times; awkwardness is
temporary, so we'll speak to the issue rather than around it. If there are times were we
have conflicting perspectives, assume positive intent. Assume we are engaging in candor to
deliver on the greater vision.
Have fun: we spend a lot of time doing work, so why shouldn't it be fun? Many of you have
"Resolver Project" as an added item on your to-do list, so we want this to be something you
look forward to. Plus your brain is more open and creative when you're having fun (there's
science in there) and that tends to lead to better results.



What is App Lockdown?

App Lockdown
App Lockdown is a change control process used to ensure production system integrity is
maintained for the duration of your project.

We create a copy of the existing Production environment and add it to a separate Sandbox
environment. This allows the implementation team to configure and test all changes in the
Sandbox environment without affecting data or day-to-day usage in the Production environment.
Once testing is complete, the changes are copied to the Production environment in a controlled
process we call App Deploy.

App Lockdown ensures that key parts of your Production environment configuration remain
identical to the Sandbox environment, which is essential in minimizing errors and delays in the
App Deploy process. During App Lockdown, your administrators will have reduced access to the
Production environment configuration.

What Does this Mean for Customers?
Users with Admin privileges can do the following, while the account is in App Lockdown:

Add or edit users, including enabling and disabling user profiles
Impersonate a user
Add users to a user group
Retrieve an admin user's data warehouse credentials
Create a new user group
Add roles to a user group
Create new roles 
Delete roles
Delete user groups

 Customers can access the following data-base features:

Data Import
User Audit Trail
Data Audit Trail
Data Audit Export

Note:
All other admin panel options are disabled.



What if there is a problem in your production
environment or something needs to be

changed?
When in App Lockdown, questions and problems regarding your Production environment please
contact our Support team. 

If the Support team determines that the application is not working as designed, and that a
configuration change is required to fix the issue, they will scope and deliver the changes. As part
of this process, they will liaise with your Resolver Project Team to ensure that the configuration
change does not affect the current project before delivering the change.

If the requested changes are determined to be a request for new functionality, the Support team
will scope the configuration change and liaise with your Customer Success Manager and/or
Project Team to determine the effort required and the impact of this change on the current
project and align on how and when this can be delivered.

Note:
App Lockdown will affect all applications within your Production environment.
Administrators using other applications will also have reduced access to the Production

environment's configuration.

During App Lockdown, the Support team will assist with the following maintenance-type
configuration changes:

New select list options
Minor edits to existing:

Fields
Formulas
Form templates (e.g., add or more elements)
Reports (e.g., add or remove a filter or table column)
Role permissions
User groups
Workflow transitions
Email templates
Translation files

Changes that involve more complexity and effort may need to wait until your current project is
completed, or, if they are of high priority to you, will need to be further discussed with your
Implementation Team and Customer Success Manager. Examples of these changes include:

New fields or formulas
 New reports
 Significant changes to existing forms or reports

https://help.resolver.com/help/contact-support


 New object type
New application or activity
New roles
New workflow state or trigger/transition
New email action or other workflow actions
New orchestration event


